1. **OBJECTIVE**

The objective of this policy is to clearly define the criteria under which retired industry participants would receive complimentary race day passes.

2. **POLICY**

The following categories, defined as ‘Retired Industry’, will receive passes as defined in section ‘a’ below:

- Jockey A
- Owner – Trainer
- Open Permit Trainer
- Trainer A

(a) Persons included in the above categories that have been employed or licensed continuously for a period of ten (10) years or more in Tasmania are entitled to one (1) Raceday guest pass for life from the commencement of the racing season following their retirement.

3. **PROCESS**

Applications must be lodged for an industry ticket and can be submitted via the following email address:- racing@tasracing.com.au alternatively you may place the request in writing to:

Tasracing
Strategic Development – Racing
PO Box 730
Glenorchy TAS 7010

Subject to the category of ticketing, the industry ticket will not be issued unless the respective requirements of the category have been adhered to.